
the goodness tree
Colour in the Goodness Tree and all of its leaves. Mark a big X on the leaves that don’t

belong on the goodness tree!

how many leaves belong on the goodness tree? ________

how many leaves have X’s on them? ______

kindness

ha
te

go
od
ne
ss

generous

ho
ne
st

cruel

kind

helful

a
n
g
er

hurtful

lo
vi
ng



blindfold 

bowl

bluetack

decorate the bowl print out with your favourite colours then Paste it on the wall 

cut out all the blueberries and place them in an actual bowl (You can even make

your own blueberries and write down some of the good things you’ve done)

Pick a blueberry from the bowl! (make sure you have bluetack attach to the back of

each of the blueberries)

Put the blindfold on and spin around 3 times (or have someone spin you!) as you

hold the blueberry! 

try and pin the blueberry to the bowl

take off the blindfold and see how close you got!  

you will need:

1.

2.

3.

instructions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

When you live listening to the Holy Spirit you will see many good qualities in your life- 

 like Goodness which helps you do the right thing! today, let's write down in the

blueberries how you've shown the fruit- goodness.  

the fruit challenge
pin the blueberry!

 i can share

my toys 

 i can obey

my parents

i can tidy my

toys away
 i can help

i can tell

the truth

i can love

my neighbour

i can be

nice to others

i can speak

positively



the fruit challenge

“In the past you were slaves to sin— sin controlled you.

But thank God, you fully obeyed the things that were

taught to you. You were made free from sin, and now

you are slaves to goodness”

Romans 6:17-18 (ICB)

pin the blueberry!


